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A new tncthod is presented whichenables key exchange withour any previous sccrct agrccmcttt; a varianr of it yields a signature scheme. This tncthod requires less interactive cotnputation
than usual public key protocols, and also provides secrecy and
authentication.
so that its implementation
is very attractive
from a cost point of view.
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1. Introduction
new key exchange algorithm based on the discrctc logarithm is presented. Protection against
impersonation (us. Diffie-Hclhnan
exponential key
exchange) and the small amount of interactive
computation
(us. public key MA-like methods),
when using precalculation and parallel processing,
figure among its main features.
A variant of the key cxchangc
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algorithm

yields n

signature scheme. in this cast, the advantage is that
shorter signatures with a taster verification (us.
other logarithm-based
signatures, e.g. ElGamal) are
obtained.

Section 2 introduces some clcmcntary mathematical concepts that will be used throughout
the
paper. Section 3 specifics the necessary assumptions
and initializations for the method proposed here.
Section 4 describes the key exchange protocol.
Section 5 prcscnts a variation of the key exchange
algorithm, which yields the signature schcmc. In
Section b, a number of attacks to the key cxchangc
and signature schemes arc outlined and countered.
~cction 7 reviews two current key exchange
algorithms (Diffie-Hellman
and RSA) and a signaturc schcmc (ElGamal), and points out their weaknesses and disadvantages. Finally, Section 8 contains
a few concluding remarks.

Q 1990, Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd.
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2. Mathematical background

a precomputation

proportional

to

In order to improve the readability of this paper,
WC will remember here two mathematical tools
that will appear in the rest of the paper, namely the
Galois fields and the discrete logarithm problem.
The reader familiar with both of these matters may
skip to the next section.

After this precomputation
individual
can however be found rather quickly.

logarithms

3. Initialization
Let q be an integer. Now given the addition mod q,
the multiplication mod q and a ser 2/(q) of integers
mod q, rk. 0 through q - 1, we have a fjnite or
Uoisfield if’ every element cl of Z/(q) has its multiplicative inverse a -I in U(q), such that u*u -’
mod q = 1. In particular, if q is chosen co be a prime
an elementary algebraic result tells us that this lasr
property holds and thus a(q) is always a Galois
field when q is a prime. It is clear that addition mod
q and multiplication mod q arc both closed operations in Z/(q), so that they can be carried out in the
usual way except for a final mod q computation.
A primitive element a of a Galois field Z/(q) is one
whose powers generate all the non-zero elements
1, 2, . . . . q - 1 of the field; it can be shown that for
every Galois field there exists a primitive clcmcnt.
Now if

4 is a large prime (say 150 digits) and a a primitive clcmcnt of Z/(q), both publicly known; q - 1
must have at least one large prime factor. Each
node i in the network has a very probably unique
name (later we shall see what this means) in
the form IDi = ari mod q, where ti is randomly
chosen by node i in the range 2 . ..q - 1 and remains
only known to node i. IDi is public for all i in the
network, and together with a and q is available on
all communication media, in order to avoid substicu tions.
To perform initialization, a particular node in the
nemork (only one) generates a and q and broadcasts them by all available means. After this, each
node i in the network
(1) Generates a number
keeps it sccrct.

Y= a” mod q
for 1< Y < q - 1, then X is called the logarithm
Y to the base a, over 2/(q), that is

Let usdefine the ncccssary clcments for our system,

ri with 2 < ti < q .- 1 and

of
(2) Computes
IDi.

IDi = a Ii mod q and also broadcasts

X=log,Y
over z/(q), for 1 < Y < q - 1. Calculation of Y from
X is easy for example, by using repeated squaring,
it takes at most 2*log2q multiplications.
For
instance ,

Now every node knows a, and each other’s name.
The probability for all nodes to have different
names is
P(q PR(q -

Computing X from Y is usually much more difficult, ,and it’ is known as the discrete logurihm
)mG&Y?(see for example ref. [l]). If q has been
chosen suitably, extracting logarithms mod q needs
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where n stands for the number of nodes, P denotes
permutations and PR permutations with repctitidn.
It is straightforward
to see that this quantity
approaches unity if q B n ‘.

computers

4. A Key Exchange Protocol

forms the following test on K

With the previous assumptions, we
exchange protocol providing secrecy
cation. From now on, we shall
exchange between two nodes i and
form the following steps:
STEP 1. NODE j: Compute
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present a key
and authentireduce to an
j, which per-

K*aX4modq=IDI’=a”modq

(5)

If eqn. (5) does not hold, then the key K does not
come from NODE i; else, NODE i and NODE j
share the key K.

Xl, such that

EM).
gcd(Xl,qCompute

I)= 1 and 2QX1 Qq-2

(1)

also Yl = ax’ mod q

Send Yl and iDj to NODE i
STEP 2. NODE
X4 such that

i: Upon receiving

Yl, pick. X2 and

X2+X4=timod(q-l)and2<X2,X4<q-2

(2)

Compute

the key K= CP mod q

Compute

Y2 = Yl xz mod q

Compute

Y4 = Ylx4 mod q

Send Y2 and Y4 to NODEj
STEP 3. NODE j: Now NODE j comprues the
multiplicative
inverse of Xl mod (q - l)), Xl -’
such that
Xl-‘*Xl=1

mod(q-1)

(3)

Sy computing
Y2”-’ mod q=K
NODE j rctricvcs the key K it will sh;are with
NODE i from now on . An additional exponentiation yields
y4xl

In order

-1

mod q = ax4 mod q

to achieve authentication,

(4)
NODE j per-

Consider the following unrealistic example for
illustration. Take q=23 and a =5 (by computing
the modular powers of 5, it can be seen that they
generate every non-zero element in 2/(23), and
therefore 5 is a primitive element of this field).
NODE i and NODE j can secretly pick for examplc~i=llandtj=18,sothatID1’=5’*mod23=22
and IDj = 5’” mod 23 = 6. Then in the first step of
the algorithm,
NODE j chooses for instance
Xl = 15 (15 and q - 1 = 22 arc relatively prime) and
it has Yl = 5” mod 23 = 19, Yl and IDj are sent to
NODE i. In the second step, NODE i chooses
X2 = 13 and X4 = 20 so that eqn. (2) holds: X2 +X4
mod 22=13+20
mod 22=11=ti; then this node
computes K= 513 mod 23=21
Y2=1913 mod
23 = 7 and Y4 = 192”mcd 23 = 13’and sends the last
two values to NODE j. Finally, in the third step,
NODE j uses for example Euclid’s algorithm to
find Xl -I = 3 such that eqn. (3) holds (i.e. 3* 15
mod 22 = 1) and computes K= Y23 mod 23= 73
mod 23 = 2 1, which is the same value for K computed by NODE i in the second step; the authentication test also holds, because Y43 mod 23 = 133
mod 23=12 and K*12 ‘mod 23=21*12
mod
23 = 22 = IDI’.
In order to evaluate the interactive complexity of
the algorithm, it should be noted that some computations can be accelerated both at NODE i and at
NODE j by making use of precalculation:
(A) NODE i can pregenerate some (X2, X4) pairs
of the next key transmissions to other nodes, and
can precalculate the keys Kit will send. In this way,
step 2 is accelerated.
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(B) While waiting for Y.2, NODE j can compute
X1 - I, so that step 3 is faster. Ahcrnativcly, a prccalculation of some (XI, X1 -I, YI) triples is more
efficient.

STEP 1. NODE i: Pick X2 and X4 such that
X2+X4=rmod(q-1)and
2< =x2,x4<

With the improvements (A) and (B) just four intcractive cxponentiations arc rcquircd to complctc the
key cxchangc:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

To
To
To
To

compute Y2 at NODE i.
compute Y4 at NODE i.
rctricvc K at NODE j.
rctrievc ax4 mod q at NODE

If both nodes arc multiprocessor, (1) and (2) can bc
parallelizcd at NODE i, as well 2s (3) and (4) at
NODE j. In this way, only tire rimefor IWOinferuck
exponentiations is needed.

STEP 2. NODE j: Compute
Y2’+a x4’ mod q = Q 02 + XJ)lllod q

= K” mod q

A small intcgcr r( d q - 1) and 2 mapping function/

arc publicly known. R 2nd Sarc
contains r intcgcrs such that no
yield the same power of K. and
scqucnccs (for cxamplc, r = 4, R
S=(“OO”, “Ol”, “lo”, “1 I”\).

also public sets: H
two among them
s is a set of r bit
= 13, 5, 7, I 11 and

Let m bc an intcgcr in K rcprcscnting the bit
scqucncc (i.e. the mcsjagc) in s to bc signed. Opcration begins nom at NODE i and thcrc arc only two
steps:
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Y2’ = CLI’,~.’mod q

Send Y2’ and X4’ = ra*X4 mod (q - 1) to
NODE j

5. A Signature Scheme
When a number K in the form K= a’ mod q is
available to both NODE i and NODE j (with c
being only known to NODE i, for cxamplc after
using the key exchange algorithm described in the
previous section), it is possible to dcrivc a signature
scheme. It is worthwhile noting that K dots not
need to bc sccrct, but just authentic, since it p+
the role of a ublic key. Some public agrccmcnts
must bc adde B to those discussed in Section 3.

(7)

whcrc c is the power of a yielding K.
Compute

j.

=q-2

(9

Assume now that NODE j has a prccalculatcd rablc
to the
with the powers of K corresponding
cxponcnts in R, SO that it can rccovcr the j(ItI) bit
scqucncc NODE i sent.
END.
In order to thwart linear attacks to the signature
sclw~nc
(WCScctio~) 0.2), choose the numbers in N
to bc rclativcly prime and change (X2, X4) for each
mcssagc.
Let us also illustran: the operation of this algorithm
with some trivially ! mall figures. Take again q = 23.
a = 5 and K= 21 SO that c = I3 (this value, such
thar 5” mod 23 = 2 I = K, is assumed to bc known
only to NODE i). Choose r= 4. R = (3, 5.7. 1I } alld
s = (‘OO”, ‘0 I “* -lo”,
y 11“1 as proposed
above
(r = 4 is a realistic value since a small r is rcquircd
in galcral);
suppose
f‘(3) = “OO”, j’(5) = “0 I “,
J’(7)=‘10”. j‘(ll)=“ll”.
Modular cxponcnti:~tion
of K to the cxponcnts in K yields no two qua1
powers: IS, 11, IO. 22. NO-V suppose NOi)E i
wants to sign the bit s~xpci~cc
(or mcssagc) “IO”
rcprc\chti*d by 111= 7 (among
tlic four
possible
mcssagcs). III the tirst http. NOI )E ! pick\ X.? - I7
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X4 = 18, LO that cqn. (7) holds (i.e. 17 + 18 mod
22 = 13 = c); then it computes Y2’= 5”*’ mod
23 = 11 and X4’ = 7* 18 mod 22 = 16, which constitutc the signed form of m sent to NODE ’ In the
L’
second step NODE j calculates Y2’*5
mod
23 = I 1 *51h mod 23 = 10; NODE j is supposed to
store the four powers of K to the cxponcnts in R,
I 5, I 4, I 0,22,
and hcncc may check that the signature is a valid one, corresponding to the mcssa c
rcprcscntcd by m=7,
that is “!!I”. It should %c
noted that bccausc of q having been chosen to bc so
small, the probability of a random successful hit is
r/q = 4/23; if a non-trivial q (such that r 8 q)‘is used,
this probability is no longer meaningful.
6. Attacking the Key Exchange Protocol and
the Signature Scheme
6.1 Attacks to the Key Exchange
Sccrccy is based on the discrctc logarithm problem.
Without knowlcdgc of Xf, it is very hard to
rctricvc K from Y2 and Y4. And finding Xf fvom
YI prcscnts any spy with the logarithm problem.
Thus K will remain only known to NODE i and
NODEj.
Authcnticarion is guaranteed by the difficulty to
product a Y4 that passes the authentication test at
NODE j. It is nonscnsc for NODEj i&f to try and
forge a key. On the other hand, consider the
following attack.
(1) An cavcsdroppcr E allows STEP 1 to complctc normally.
(2) E intercepts NODE i’s response (Y2, Y4) in
STEP 2, picks a X2” at random and computes

(3) Y2” and Y4” pass the authentication
NODE j in STEP 3.

test of

Some provisions must bc taken in order to discourage this kind of attack (it should be noted that E
cannot recover the good K):
First, the key K must bc unidirectional (to bc used
only from NODE i to NODE j). It should bc noted
that most classical key management schemes use
unidirectional keys (see ref. [ 1 l], for cxamplc).
Secondly, only one key cxchangc bctwccn NODE i
and NODE j will bc allowed (NODE i adds the
local label Y1 to IDj which means that NODE j has
already been given a kcyS; if another node has
obtained a key by impersonating NODE j, this
node can complain using a signed message.’ To
change the current key, cnciphcr the new key
(mixed with SOIIICfiller plaintcxt if ncccssary) under
the old key by using a conventional cryptosystcm.
Because of the first rcquircmcnt, E can get at most
a pair of unidirectional keys (K%,,K:;.), so as to bc
able to send forgcrics tc NODE I’an d to NODEj.
Howcvcr, E is unable to understand the answers of
NODE i and NODE j (E cannot rccovcr tha good
keys), which makes it easy for these nodes to detect
E.
The second rcquircmcnt cnsurcs that it will not bc
possiblic for E to obtain a key by impersonating
NODE j, NODE i will not deliver a key after
rccciving a second rcqucst lab&d IDj. If this
second rcqucst comes from NODE j itsclc this
node can immcdiatcly complain by means of a
signed mcssagc, thus causing NODE i to invalidate

Y2” = Yf ‘I” mod q
‘WC arc implicirly

K” = C-P tmd q
Y4” = Y2* YG/Y2”
Then E substitutes Y2” for Y2 and Y4” $2~ Y4, and
sends thrrrr to NODE/‘.

C%Ch~Cd

PWJIOUS

assumiug ch
tO

IlWllll~

all keys iu rllc ucnvork arc
mumission.
If this is

viIICZ.SsPb-

not true, tl~c itnpcrsonaror of NODEj can also be drtcctcd by
mrriug a mcssagc handshake (because of tli< W.~Oprovisions
takcu. rhc itupcrsuuaror cauuot &rain a NODE j’s cmittiug
key). Alrcrnntivcly. ordy the th provision is uccdcd if wc take
:Jw:.y\ YI - III~ and XI -g; tlm WC lost some raudomizatiou,
hrt impcrucmrtiou is nrvcr possible.
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the first key sent to the eavesdropper E. On the
o&r hand, if E sends a request labeled IDj to
NODE i after the true NODE j has been given a
key, nothing will happen, since E is not able to produce a signed complaint.
Attacks to the Signature Scheme
Here, authentication relies on the ability to produce a X4 such that the authentication test (8) at
NODE j holds (remember that c is only known to
NODE 4. In a random attack, r values out of q for
K” till pass (8); since rti q, the probability of a
successful forgery is really low. ~4 is scnr instead of
a power of a (as it was done in the key exchange
protocol), so as to thwart the attack discussed in
Section 6.1; this attack can be harmful when dealing
with data instead of exchanging unidirectional
keys.

6.2

Given signatures for messages m, and m2, it is not
possible to sign m, + ma if the (X2,X4) pair is
changed for each message. An attem t at signing
k+m, for some integer k will equa lfy fail if the
numbers in R are relatively prime (k*m, will be an
illegal message). Hence, it is not possible to sign a
linear combination of known signed mcssagcs.

7. A Comparison with Some Other Methods

For the key exckaqe we will consider the following.
D@-IMlmarm
expwwntial key exchange ([“I).
When A and B want to exchange a key using this
method, A chooses a random number Xa in the
range 2. . . q - 1, where q is a large prime. A keeps
Xa secret and sends Ya = axa mod q, with a a fixed
primitive element of Z’(q) (a, q are publicly
known). Similarly, B picks an Xl and sends Ybto A
Then A computes Kab = Ybxd mod q; B computes
the same fib by letting Kab= ‘r’a*b mod 8.
Numerically, if q L23 and ‘; = 5, then it is possible
for A and B to secretly choose Xa = IO and xb- 13
respectively, then A computes and sends ya= 510
mod 23 =9, and B dots the same with yb=5’”
mod 23 = 21. Now, A rctricvcs the key Kab by

letting Kab = Ybxdmod 23= 21”’ mod 23 = 12; the
same key is retrieved by B since Yaxb mod 23 = 953
mod 23= 12=Kab.
No one but A and B can compute the key ‘Kab, but
an impersonation attack is feasible: a spy C can fool
A and B, thus getting a Kac and a Kbc, so that it will
be possible for C to listen and to speak It should be
noted that unidirectional keys cannot bc used here,
since the Diffie-H&man system is a symmetric
one.
On the othei hand, if Ya and Yb are fixed in a
public file in order to avoid on-lint attacks, then
Xa and Xb are also fixed (and only known to A and
B respectively). Hcncc, the key to bc exchanged
bctwncn NODE i and NODE j is un+c and has a
constant value Kab.
Our method avoids the impersonation attack, and
allows NODE i to set an arbitrary key (this is useful
for unidirectional keys).
R&I (1121).Four cxponcntiations arc ncccssary for
an authentic and secret key exchange (encryptsign-decrypt-verif
signature), like with our
method. Howcvcr, these four cxponcntiations
cannot be parallelired, whereas in a multiprocessor
system this is possible with our algorithm. Bcsidcs,
RSA requires a lengthy strong prime computation.
For the si@ature scheme (not tlne key exchange),
remember the EIGamal signature:
ElCamal (IT]). An ElGamal signed message is three

times longer than the original message (the signaturc is twice as lon as the message being signed).
In our case, a signe li message includes the mcssagc
itself in an encoded form, so that a message signed
with our system is just twice as long as the original
mcssagc. Furthermore, signing and verifying a
signature with ElGamal involves four :xponcntiarions, one for signing and three for verifying the

signature, while only two exponentiations
required by our signature scheme,

are

8. Conclusions
As already outlined, the key exchange algorithm
provides keys which can be easily converted to
DES-like keys. Alternatively, after a key K has been
exchanged in an authentic way, we can use it for
the algorithm of Section 5 to work as a signature
scheme (K can be ublic from now on). It should
mechanism
be noted that tl!c authentication
behaves in a similar manner to a zero-knowledge
proof [8,9], but as far as it is known to the authors,
the practical issue is a new one, or at lcast an
original one.
The small interactive computation, the similarity
of key exchange and signatures, and the flexibility
provided by the function f (cqn. (6)) arc some
appealing propcrtics of the proposed schcmc. Pcrhaps simplicity and speed arc achicvcd at the
expense of a small incrcasc in the rcquircd stora c,
which in any case is not really meaningful. On t\ c
other hand. breaking this system stems to be
equivalent to solvin the discrctc logarithm problem, but as in ref. ‘I71 no formal proof of this is
given in this paper. However, when justifying the
secrecy and authentication fcaturcs, no other way
to break the algorithm is evident.
AU the dcscribcd possibilities cnablc us to start up a
secure network cfficicntly without using any previously shared SCCWi
information. bi our opinion,
this fact makes the proposed schcmc very attractive

when dealing with time critical and insecure
channels, since it reduces computation and ehminatcs the need for trustees external to the system.
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